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1 . _ _ _. . 

This invention relates to carburetors of that 
type whose principle of operation vinvolvespre 
heating the air or heating the ,mixture _Such 
carburetors commonly derive their heat from the 
exhaust 'of the engine. _ _ _ ` , 

Due to the large volume of air that has to pass 
in heat exchanging relation t'o a unit area of the 
exhaust in a given time on its way to the car 
buretor, there is not time for extensive heat ex_ 
change, and the air br _the mixture orboth, as ï 
the case may be, is inadequately heated to pro 
duce best results. _ _ ,l _ 

The general object of the invention is to raise 
the effective temperature of the exhaust V`gases 
as a heat source for the ‘carburetorr and to this 
end the principle of the “Hilsch” vortex or vortex 
tube is employed. _ _ _ _ „ ` 

One of the objects of the invention is to pron 
vide a carburetor iii which the Hilsch vortex tube 
is used >as a preheater for the air or mixture or 
both. ._ . . _ _ 

Another object of the invention is the, pre 
vision of a carburetor wherein the Hilsch vortex 
tube is employed as a mixing device for the com 
bustible mixture. " _ 

Still another object of the invention is to prem 
vide a Hilsch vortex tube heat exchanger adapted 
te serve as a preheater for a standard carburetor. 
A further object of the invention‘is to provide 

a. carburetor of novel construction incorporating 
the Hilsch vortex tube. _ __ . _ _ 

Other objects of the invention will, appear as 
the following description of operative embodi 
ments thereof proceeds. _ _ _ 

In the drawing in which' the iigures are largely 
diagrammatic, and in which the vsame reference 
characters have been used to denote identical 
parts: _ __ 

Figure 1 is a section' in a longitudinal „vertical 
plaine through a carburetor embodying the prin 
cipies of the invention; _ y, 

Figure 2 is a cross-’section taken along the line 
2--2 of Figure 1; _ _ , 

Figure 3 is a; longitudinal vertical Vsection 
through a carburetor employing a modifiedíorm 
o'f Hilsch vortei'c` tube as ay preheater for the air 
and heater' for the fuel vaporvandl ,airy ,asu well 
as for a mixing device, part _of the carburetor 
being omitted' but being similar to the‘corrfe 
sponding part of the carburetor shown in Fig 
ure l; ` 

Figure’ 4 is a cro'ss'f-s'e‘ctionY taken along the line 
lia-4' of Figure 3; _ 
Before proceeding tó a." detailed description of 

l the' several ñgu?es; a‘ Hilsch vortex tube may be 
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defined as _a tube cf. some length; .having que, end 
restricted by a. plug WhichßlQSeS thelìeïïlëheïarl 
portion' of _Saidiubei but having allele the 
middleand havingtheother en_d constricted by 
by a plug which closes the centralportiqn _of 
the end of _ the tub.e,..but_ leavesppenthepßf 
riphery. _At a pointin the. lenethpt the.. .tube 
between the _two piugs.,._b.l1,t relatively lclc’suehtp 
the plug having _theI central ‘0p_e_ning„ _an Hinput 
tube o'f re1ativeiy__srna.ll diameter‘îenterks the 
plugged tube tangentially.` Gas undernpres‘sure 
is forced through theinputtube _into‘the‘lua‘lfger 
tube, the volume. beinasueh. that. .eitheiïßnd Q_f 
the larger tube is inadequate. t0. discharge. it, .$0 
that it issuesifrempqth .endepitheleree .tubé 

Due. to the tangential. disngsition of. _the .input 
tube,` the stream> orugas~4 rotates hspirallyhgener 
ating a ZoneV of increased pressure near ,the‘walls 
of the tube and azone 0L reduced pressure bout 
the axis _or _the tub_e._ .The axial gas andere@ 
by way of thecentral _hole andthe peripheral 
ges .discharges _bywavßi ̀the peripheral. Opening 
Bytheprinoipleeì the Hilsch .vertex tub.¢.,_.wh_içh 
is not fulìvunderstood, «thegas Whitt; issues f1î9m 
the _central hole _ isf colder> l the__input_ gas, 
while the gas which ̀ _contacts_the periphery krOf 
the tube _is hotter.. than. .theinput easf _Herein 
after this4 tube will be referred to as the Hilsch 

vortex tube.. _ _ .This tube _invented by a Frenchman, Remue. and further _develgpèd hype R_ _311.5941 

of Germany.A The_Frenchman’s workì wasuñrst 
announced 1933. the-, French. .Joel-“naief 
Physics and RadiOlQev. D11-_ „_HilSCh’S .Work ,Wes 
uublishedin" an _.articlfè. .in the. February» îasilè 0f 
the> Reviewv Áof Scientific „I_nstruments," ‘1946.` 

_ Bv the .Iëilsch verter» _time input SaS/_ S1191?. as 
theeehaust _eas Of. aaiaternalgombustìve engi@ 
at 800° E.Cen„be__made_.tè_provide@ A.peripheral 
gas temperature in thetube of 1,_2`0_0° E., the per 
tion of eas .discharging f_?Qm the Central .1151@ 
beine. correspondingly.reduced .t0 eben? 4.00.? 1"," 
Referrine nQWm detail@ the. Seifer@ ñgli??ës» 

and _ñrstl to. that f_ol‘m 0f.._6he._íI1_Ye1liì0¥i SHOW? 
in Figures .l andgzf thisiaa. Carburetor having 
a gasoline, chamber l.i..t.0.uhi.çh.1i.qùid. fuelìsêeb 
plied by meant of a _tendini La Centrìiuâîel Dump 
3 beine _illustrateëlfes'ameans .f_Qr deiì‘îßäing' the 
fuel frornla supply. ilankmto the fuel chamber. 
Adjacentì the gasclinechan'iberul, is a preheater 
which. as awholeis designated@ the numeral 
li, andV it comprises aal-lils'chvorteá tube 5', having 
an end w‘all Sat its _upper end _withla central 
1101@ .13., amitié?.- "f ._ ,_ _ _ ,__ _. 
adjustable clos'ure at the other end, comprising 

edl periphery,_ and' having] an ̀ 
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a valve ‘i which closes the center of the tube but 
normally leaves an annular opening 3, the width 
of which may be adjustably varied responsive 
to temperature changes in the Hilsch vortex tube 
by means of a thermostat 9 to which the valve l 
is secured. The range of adjustment of the valve 
l includes complete closure of the end of the 
Hilsch vortex tube. The greater the restriction 
of the discharge through the annular opening 3, 
the higher will be the peripheral temperature 
of the tube 5. 
The Hilsch vortex tube is made part of a heat 

exchanging device by means of the cylindrical 
shell I0 which surrounds it and is secured to it 
in fluid tight manner. Within the shell l5 is an 
intermediate cylindrical partition I I coaxial with 
the Hilsch vortex tube. dividing the shell into 
inner and outer concentric annular compart 
ments I2 and I3. The inner compartment has a 
continuous fin I4, extending spirally there 
through throughout the length of said compart~ 
ment, and the outer compartment is provided 
with a similar spiral iin I5. The shell lil, par 
tition II and fins I4 and I5, as Well as the wall 
of the tube 5, are of metal and in intimate 
thermal Contact so as to derive the maximum 
amount of heat by conductivity from the Hilsch 
vortex tube. At a point relatively close to the 
upper end of the tube 5 and above the shell Iii, 
an input tube IE puts the exhaust manifold I‘I 
of the engine in communication with the Hilsch 
vortex tube. The input tube I6 enters the tube 
5 tangentially. Normally there is sufficient back 
pressure in the exhaust manifold of an engine 
to force exhaust gas under pressure through the 
input tube I6 into the Hilsch vortex tube. Part of 
the exhaust gas rotates spirally in a downward 
ldirection throughout the length of the tube 5, 
densified by centrifugal force and discharging 
through the annular opening 8. Another attenu 
ated part of the exhaust gas occupies an axial 
zone within the tube 5 and discharges through 
the central opening I8. The temperature of that 
part which contacts the wall of the tube 5 may be 
several hundred degrees higher in temperature 
than the input exhaust gas. 
Atmospheric air enters the inner compartment 

i2 by way of a conduit I9, and traverses the 
spiral passage formed by the convolutions of the 
nn I4,V discharging at the bottom by way of a 
conduit 2B and perforated header 2|, below the 
level of the gasoline within the chamber I, hub 
bling to the surface of the gasoline becoming 
>charged with gasoline vapor during its submer 
gence, and with said vapor, occupying the space 
2 Ia within the chamber I above the level of the 
gasoline. The air in its travel through the inner 
compartment picks up heat by contact with the 
wall of the tube 5 and the heated surfaces which 
bound the spiral passage through which it 
flows. Due to the fact that the wall of the tube 
5 is considerably hotter than the temperature of 
the input exhaust gas, the air is much warmer 
than would be the case in the conventional con 
struction employing the Wall of the exhaust 
manifold as a heat exchanging instrumentality 
with respect to the air constituent of the com 
bustible mixture. The hot air issuing from the 
heater 2I warms the body of gasoline in the 
vchamber I, causing a rapid volatilization of the 
gasoline, so that the space Zla above the liquid 
fuel level is filled with gasoline vapor, which to 
gether with the air, is drawn into the lower end 
of the outer compartment through the hood 22. 
The metal surfaces which bound the spiral pas 
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4 
sage through the outer compartment are also 
heated by conduction, from the wall of the tube 
5, but less severely than the surfaces of the in 
ner compartment, since heat has been abstracted 
from the latter by the passage of the incoming 
air. The temperature of the surfaces of the 
outer compartment is generally high enough to 
increase the temperature of vthe mixture passing 
therethrough, which exits by way of the conduit 
23, which leads to the induction side of a cen 
trifugal pump 24. The mixture which passes 
through the outer compartment I3 may be 
termed a preliminary mixture, not completely 
homogeneous. It is delivered by the pump 24 to 
a mixing device, designated as a whole at 25. 
rThis also operates upon the principle of the 
Hilsch vortex tube, there being a tube 25 of rela 
tively large diameter, having an end wall 21 near 
its upper end with central aperture 2S, the 
peripheral region of said end wall being closed. 
Near its opposite end the tube 26 is provided with 
a valve 29, mounted on a thermostat 30 located 
in an expanded portion 3| of the tube 26 and 
normally positioned in such a manner as to close 
the middle part of the lower end of the tube 26, 
but to leave open an annular passage 32. Es 
sentially, the Hilsch vortex tube 25 is similar to 
the tube 5. The heated mixture from the pump 
23 is forced by the pump through a Vconduit 33 
of relatively small diameter, which opens into 
the tube 2c tangentially at a point adjacent the 
end, having the central hole 28. That part of 
the mixture which traverses the tube 26 periph 
erally in a centrifugal Whirl discharges through 
the annular opening 32. The rarer part which 
occupies an axial position in the tube discharges 
by Way of the central hole 28. The Walls of the 
tube 2E are not finned, and so there is not so much 
heat disssipation through said walls as in con 
nection with tube 5, so that the peripheral mix 
ture discharging through the annular passage 32 
is very hot. The tube 2G is surrounded by a jacket 

spaced therefrom, with which the upper end 
of the tube 26 communicates and the expanded 
portion 3i of the tube 26 is provided with a 
plurality of inclined passages 35 therethrough, 
communicating with the space Within said jacket. 
Axial mixture discharges from the upper end of 
the tube 2G and traverses the jacketed space 
downwardly, picking up some heat, of course, 
from the wall of the tube 26 and passing through 
the passages 35 to mix with the hot mixture is 
suing from the annular passage 32. The mixing 
of the two fractions of the mixture at different 
temperatures and different densities produce an 
intimate and homogeneous mixture which may be 
considered optimum for complete combustion. 
The heated finished mixture passes through a 
conduit 35 and into the intake manifold 31, be 
ing drawn in by the suction within said mani 
fold. The suction of the intake manifold alone 
may be relied upon for drawing the incoming air 
and the later developed combustible mixture 
through the entire carburetor system, but since 
a deñnite plus pressure is required in the tube 
2t to make it function as a Hilsch vortex tube, 
the pump 24 is provided. 
The pressure in the tube 2B will vary according 

to engine demands. When it exceeds a prede 
termined value, it forces open the check valve 
33 at the bottom of the tube 26, the pressure being 
relieved by the return of some of the mixture 
through the conduit 39 back to the liquid fuel 
chamber. The conduit 39 is formed as a heat 
exchanging coil 40, submerged in the gasoline in 
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the 'chamber l for heating said gasoline, the mix 
ture issuing through a perforated header 4l be 
low the liquid level of the gasoline, from which 
it bubbles up through the gasoline to occupy 
the space 2 l a and as much space as may be neces 
sary within the outer compartment I3 of the heat 
exchanger. 
For starting the engine when the latter is cold, 

a starting nozzle 42 is provided in the conduit 36, 
said nozzle being at the end of a tube G3 which 
dips below the level of the gasoline, as shown in 
Figure l. When the starting nozzle is operated, 
it is desirable to choke the carburetor, that is, to 
out on the incoming air, and when the carburetor 
is operating normally, that is, in a heated con 
dition, the nozzle 42 is 'cut off. These functions 
are controlled by a thermostatic bulb 44 in the 
exhaust manifold, which operates a switch 45 in 
an electrical circuit, which includes the solenoids 
46 and Lil', one operating the choke valve 48 `and 
the other a cut-off valve 49 in the tube 43, which 
supplies liquid fuel to the starting nozzle. The 
solenoids are so synchronized that one valve is 
closed simultaneously with the opening of the 
other. 

ln Figures 3 and ‘i a form of the invention is 
shown which is a modification of the carburetor 
illustrated in Figure l, to the extent that a differ 
ent form of preheater is employed, together with 
such changes in the associated structure as are 
incident to the substitution. 
in Figure 3, a metallic shell 5€) surrounds the 

tube 5 in a fluid tight manner throughout a sub 
stantial length of said tube below the point at 
which the input tube it communicates within. 
This shell forms a single annular compartment 
about the tube E, the partition H present in the 
nrst described forni being omitted. Four parallel 
spiral fins 5l, ai, e3 and 5t’ define four gas pas 

extendi, the length of the shell 50. Figure 
fi shows that the four lins start at the upper end 
of the shell all, 96° displaced one from another. 
One pair of opposite passages are for the atmos 
pheric air which comes in through the conduit I9. 
Therefore, said conduit is divided into branches 
55 and be which open into opposite passages, as 
indicated in Figure 4. The other pair of opposite 
passages are for the passage of the mixture of 
air and fuel vapor formed in the upper part of 
the gasoline chamber l. Consequently, the hood 
Si which corresponds to the hood 22 in Figure l, 
is connected by two conduits 58 and 59 with said 

In this 
manner the air and fuel mixture passages alter 
nate, fuel and air rising in the passages formed 
between fins 5l and 52 and 53 and 54, while air 
passes downwardly through the alternate pas 
sages. Thus, there is a counter current heat 
exchange. 
As in `that form of the invention shown in 

Figure 1, the conduit 39 brings the relieved mix 
ture from the mixing‘devi‘ce 25 back to the perfo 
rated header 41, while the conduit 43 leads to the 
starting nozzle 42, . 

Since ,there is an optimum pressure at which 
the Hilsch vortex tube will operate with greatest 
emciency, the input tube i6 is provided with a 
valve ts which can be set at a definite optimum 
pressure value. 

nviíhile I have in the above description disclosed 
what l believe to be practical embodiments of 
my invention, it will be understood by those 
skilled in the art that the specific construction 
and arrangement of parts, as shown, are by way 
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of example and not to be construed as limiting 
the scope of the invention. 
What I claim as my invention is: ‘ 
l. In a carburetor, a mixing chamber compris 

ing a Hilsch vortex tube including a peripheral 
opening at one end and a central opening at the 
other, an input tube opening tangentially into 
said Hilsch vortex tube near the end having the 
central opening, means supplying a heated pre 
liminary mixture of air and fuel vapor to said 
mixing chamber through said input tube, a jacket 
defining a jacketed space about said Hilsch vortex 
tube with which the end openings of the latter 
communicate, and a conduit between said jack 
eted space and the intake manifold of the engine 
opening into said jacketed space at a point ad 
jacent tlie peripheral opening of said Hilsch 
vortex tube. ' 

2. In a carburetor, a mixing chamber compris 
ing a Hilsch vortex tube having a restricted open 

at one end, centrally located, and having 
means providing an annular peripheral opening 
of variable width at the other end, an input tube 
opening tangentially into said Hilsch vortex tube 
near the end having the central opening, means 
supplying a heated preliminary mixture of air 
and fuel vapor to said mixing chamber through 
said input tube, a vjacket defining a jacke'ted space 
about said l-iilsch vortex tube with which the end 
openings of said vortex tube communicate, and 
a conduit between said jacketed space and the 
intake manifold of the engine opening into said 
_iacläeted space at a'point adjacent the peripheral 
opening of said ïi’ilsch vortex tube. 

3. In a carburetor as claimed in claim 2, the 
means which provides an annular peripheral 
opening of variable width at one end of said 
vortex tube being a thermostatically moved valve. 

e. En a carburetor, a mixing chamber compris 
ing a Hilsch vortex tube having a restricted open 
ing at one end, centrally located, and having 
means providing an annular peripheral opening 
adjacent the other end, said Hilsch Vortex tube 
having an extension beyond said annular opening 
with perforations through its wall, an input tube 
opening tangentially into said Hilsch vortex tube 
near the end having the central opening, means 
supplying a heated preliminary mixture of air 
and fuel vapor to said mixing chamber through 
said input tube, a jacket defining a jacketed space 
about said Hilsch vortex tube and extension with 
which the end openings of said Hilsch vortex tube 
communicate, the peripheral opening communi 
eating therewith through the perforations in the 
wall of said extension, and a conduit between said 
jaclreted space and the intake manifold of the 
origine opening into said _iacketed space at a point 
adjacent the peripheral opening of said Hilsch 
vortex tube. 

5. Carburetor comprising in serial connection, 
a heated intake air chamber, a liquid fuel cham 
ber including a vapor space above the liquid level, 
and a mixing chamber communicating with the 
engine intake manifold, said heated intake air 
chamber comprising a Hilsch vortex tube having 
its input tube communicating with the exhaust 
manifold of the engine and an air passage open 
ing to atmosphere in heat exchanging relation 
ship to the wall of said Hilsch vortex tube, said 
air passage opening within said liquid fuel charn 
ber below liquid fuel level, a conduit for mixing 
air and fuel vapor leading from the vapor space 
of said liquid fuel chamber to said mixing cham 
ber, the latter comprising a Hilsch vortex tube 
with the input tube of which said conduit for 
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mixed fuel vapor and air communicates, a jacket 
surrounding said second mentioned Hilsch vortex 
tube defining a jacketed space with which both 
ends of said second mentioned Hilsch vortex tube 
communicate and in which the relatively hot and 
dense, and relatively cold and attenuated por 
tions of the mixture intimately commingle, a con 
duit between said jacketed space and the engine 
intake manifold, and a pump in the passage be 
tween said liquid fuel chamber and the input of 
said second mentioned Hilsch vortex tube. 

6. Carburetor comprising in serial connection 
a heated intake air chamber, a liquid fuel cham 
ber including a vapor space above the liquid level, 
and a mixing chamber communicating with the 
engine intake manifold, said heated >intake air 
chamber comprising a Hilsch vortex tube having 
its input tube communicating with the exhaust 
manifold of the engine, and an air passage open 
to atmosphere in heat exchanging relationship. 
with the Wall of said Hilsch vortex tube, said air 
passage opening within said liquid fuel chamber 
below liquid fuel level, and a conduit for mixing 
air and fuel vapor leading from the vapor space 
of said fuel chamber to said mixing chamber. 

7. Carburetor including in serial connection a 
heated intake air chamber, a source of liquid fuel, 
and a mixing chamber, adapted to be connected 
to the engine intake manifold, said heated intake 
air chamber comprising a casing, a Hilsch vortex 
tube surrounded by said casing having its input 
tube adapted to be connected to the engine ex 
haust manifold, Said Hilsch vortex tube dis 
charging to atmosphere, a baffle in said casing de 
finin<r with said casing and the Wall of said Hilsch 
vortex tube a circuitous passage for intake air 
open to atmosphere at its anterior end, and a 
conduit from the posterior end of said passage 
communicating with the source of liquid fuel. 

3. Carburetor including a heater for intake air, 
and for a mixture of air and fuel vapor, said 
heater comprising a casing, a l-lilsch vortex tube 
passing through said casing having an input tube 
adapted to be connected to the engine exhaust 
manifold, an intermediate tubular partition 
within said casing dividing it into inner an-d outer 
annular compartments about said Hilsch vortex 
tube, spiral vanes in said compartments provid 
ing independent circuitous passages through said 
casing, said casing, partition and vanes being con 
ductive and in heat exchanging relation with said 
i-lilsch vortex tube, said casing being provided 
with an atmospheric air inlet into the anterior end 
of the passage through said inner compartment, a 
liquid fuel chamber, a conduit from the posterior 
end of said passage to said liquid fuel chamber 
opening below liquid level therein, a conduit con 
necting the fuel chamber above liquid level with 
one end of the passage in the outer compartment, 
and a conduit communicating with the other end 
of said last named passage adapted t0 be finally 
connected to the engine intake manifold. 

9. Carburetor including a heater for air and for 
a mixture of air and fuel vapor, said heater com 
prising a casing, a Hilsch vortex tube passing 
through said casing having its input tube adapted 
to be connected to the engine exhaust manifold, 
a plurality of parallel spiral vanes in said casing 
defining with the Hilsch vortex tube and the Wall 
of said casing circuitous passages therethrough, 
convolutions of one passage being alternatively 
disposed relative to convolutíons 0f the other, 
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8 
,said .vanes and casing being conductive and in 
direct conductive relation to said Hilsch vortex 
tube, one of said passages being open to atmos 
phere at its anterior end, a liquid fuel chamber. 
`the posterior end of sai-d last named passage 
opening -into said fuel chamber below the liquid 
level therein, the other passage communicating 
at one end with the liquid fuel chamber above the 
liquid level, and adapted to be finally connected 
to the engine intake manifold. 

10. Carburetor including a heater for intake 
air and for a mixture of said heated intake air 
and fuel vapor, said heater comprising a casing, 
a Hilsch vortex tube passing through said casing 
having an input tube communicating With the 
engine exhaust manifold, partition structure 
Within said casing defining separate passages for 
intake air and for a mixture of saidy intake air 
and fuel vapor, the anterior end of one passage 
being open to atmosphere, a liquid fuel chamber, 
the posterior end of said last named passage com 
municating with said fuel chamber below the 
liquid level therein, one end of the other passage 
communicating with said liquid fuel chamber 
above the liquid level thereof, the opposite end 
of said other passa-ge communicating finally with 
the engine intake manifold. 

11. In an hiternal combustion engine, a re 
generative system for effectively utilizing the heat 
of the exhaust for heating the combustible mix 
ture supplied to the engine, said system including 
a carburetor, a conduit leading thereto open to 
atmosphere and a combustible mixture conduit 
leading therefrom communicating with the 
engine intake manifold, and a Hilsch vortex tube 
having an input tube supplied by gaseous flow 
incident to the operation of the engine, the outer 
Wall of said Hilsch vortex tube being in heat 
exchanging relation to one 0f said conduits. 

12. In an internal combustion engine, a re 
generative system for effectively utilizing the heat 
of the exhaust for heating the combustible mix 
ture supplied to the engine, said system including 
a carburetor, a conduit leading thereto open to 
atmosphere, and a combustible mixture conduit 
leading therefrom, two Hilsch vortex tubes serially 
related in said system in the order indicated, as 
regards their heat exchanging function, the first 
having an input tube communicating with the 
engine exhaust and in heat exchanging relation 
to one of said conduits, the second being inter 

- calated in said combustible mixture conduit to 
form a part thereof having its input tube com 
municating With said conduit and its output tube 
communicating with the engine intake manifold. 

CARL J. GREEN. 
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